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Abstract
The exact delay-zero calibration in an attosecond pump-probe experiment is important for the cor-
rect interpretation of experimental data. In attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy the determi-
nation of the delay-zero exclusively from the experimental results is not straightforward andmay
introduce significant errors. Here, we report the observation of quarter-laser-cycle (4ω) oscillations in
a transient absorption experiment in heliumusing an attosecond pulse train overlappedwith a pre-
cisely synchronized,moderately strong infrared pulse.We demonstrate how to extract and calibrate
the delay-zerowith the help of the highly nonlinear 4ω signal. A comparisonwith the solution of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation is used to confirm the accuracy and validity of the approach.
Moreover, we study themechanisms behind the quarter-laser-cycle and the better-known half-laser-
cycle oscillations as a function of experimental parameters. This investigation yields an indication of
the robustness of our delay-zero calibration approach.

1. Introduction

Transient absorption spectroscopy plays amajor role in the fast evolving field of attosecond science. It allows
observing electron dynamics of atoms,molecules and solids on their natural timescale, with an all-optical
method [1]. For thefirst demonstrations of attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy the transmitted
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiationwas detected after a noble gas target using either a single attosecond pulse
(SAP) or an attosecond pulse train (APT) in the XUV spectral rangewhichwas overlappedwith a femtosecond
infrared (IR) pulse [2–4].Hence, this technique benefits from the numerous advantages of photon detection
over the detection of charged particles as discussed inmore details in [1]. In addition to the fast data acquisition
due to charge-coupled device (CCD) based spectrometers and the absence of space charge effects, it is possible to
examine bound–bound transitions which stay hidden in conventional charged-particle detection experiments.

A key issue for the interpretation of the experimental data is the correct determination of the delay-zero,
where themaximumof the envelope of the IR pulse and the SAP orAPT exactly overlap. The precision of delay-
zero calibration has tomatch the timescales of the dynamics being studied and the time resolution of the
experiment. Aswewill show below, just ‘reading’ and ‘interpreting’ experimental data in a straightforwardway
as done successfully before for femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy contains serious pitfalls andmay
lead to errors infinding delay-zero on the order of several femtoseconds.Without theoretical support or other
knowledge about the processes being studied, delay-zero can in general not be extracted from experimental data
with the required precision. A variety of recent publications have discussed the absorption of XUV radiation in
helium (He) around itsfirst ionization potential, either using SAPs or APTs [5–10]. Due to the diversity of the
observed effects in these experiments, e.g. sub-cycle ac Stark shift, light-induced states etc, it is not obvious if any
of these effects can be used to define delay-zero. In this paper, we combine experimental results with calculations
to identify a nonlinear light–matter interaction that supplies the proper delay-zero.
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Our study yields a purely experimentalmethod for calibrating the delay-zero in an attosecond transient
absorption experiment using anAPT synthesized from anumber of high-order harmonics (HHs) of an IR laser
field.Wewill show that neither themaximumof the total absorption, nor the envelope of the alreadywell-
known and discussed half-laser-cycle (2ω) oscillations are suitable for this purpose [4–7, 9, 11–13]. Here and
throughout this work,ω represents the frequency of the IR field. On the other hand, we report the first
experimental observation of quarter-laser-cycle (4ω) oscillations in the transmitted XUV radiation as a function
of the delay between anAPT and an IR pulse and show that themaximumof the 4ω-oscillations coincides with
the delay-zero. In all presented figures, we use themaximumof the 4ω-oscillations in the absorption of the 13th
harmonic (HH13) to define the delay-zero.We discuss the parameters needed for themanifestation of the 4ω-
oscillations and demonstrate that this highly nonlinear effect enables us to accurately define delay-zero.
Moreover, we systematically study the influence of the IR intensity on the 2ω- and 4ω-oscillations. This
systematic study defines the robustness of our proposedmethod.

In section 2, we beginwith a short overview, experimental details, a general discussion on 2ω- and 4ω-
oscillations and introduce the theoreticalmodel. In section 3, we describe howwe use the 4ω-oscillations to
experimentally calibrate the delay-zero and show that our experimental results are in excellent agreementwith
the theoretical predictions. Section 4 presents a systematic investigation of the dependence of 2ω- and 4ω-
oscillations on IR intensity. Finally, we compare our transient absorption results with ameasurement of theHe+

ion yield in section 5, and concludewith section 6.

2.Quarter-laser-cycle oscillations

In 2007, Johnsson and co-workers published an experimental and theoretical pump-probe study using anAPT
combinedwith amoderately strong IR pulse inHe [14]. ‘Moderately strong’ corresponds to an intensity of
approximately 1013W cm−2 which is insufficient to excite electrons out of the ground state, but substantial
enough to deform the atomic potential. They investigated theHe+ ion yield as a function of theAPT-IR delay
and discovered 2ω-oscillations of the total ion yield. Their results triggered several detailed studies of the same
2ω-oscillations bymeans of attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy [4–7, 9, 11–13]. Themechanism
giving rise to the 2ω-oscillations involves the so-called ’transient virtual states’ initiated by the IRfield. These
originate from two-color absorption processes with oneXUVphoton and a variable number of IR photons
[6, 7]. These different excitation pathways interfere destructively or constructively, depending on the APT-IR
delay. As a result, the absorption probability exhibits 2ω-oscillations. Additionally, 2ω-oscillations can also
originate from the two-photon coupling between real states [11].

Theoretical work byChen et al [11] discussed the transient absorption of anAPT in laser-dressedHe atoms
and predicted the occurrence of oscillations with a newperiodicity, which appears in neither the initial APTnor
the IRfield, namely 4ω-oscillations. These oscillations originate frommultiphoton coupling ofHHs

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup [15]. Infrared (IR) pulses with a duration of 25 fs and central wavelength of 789 nmare
used to generate an attosecond pulse train (APT) via high harmonic generation (HHG) in a xenon gas target. A small fraction of the
fundamental IR beam is split off before theHHGand sent over a delay line. After theHHG the residual IR radiation is blockedwith a
100 nm thick aluminum filter. Thisfilter compresses the pulses in theAPT in time [16]. TheAPT and IR beams are recombinedwith
the help of amirrorwith a center hole and focused by a toroidalmirror into the pulsedHe target operating at the laser repetition rate of
1 kHzwith an opening time of 60 μs per laser shot. Amotorized iris in the IR arm is used to adjust the IR intensity in the interaction
region. After the interaction target, the IR beam is blockedwith a second aluminum filter and the transmitted radiation is detected
with anXUV spectrometer (resolution of≈50 meV in the region of interest). The inset shows the spectral shape of the APTwithout
He gas in the target (red-solid) andwithHe gas (black-dashed) with an optical density of 0.79 at 26.7 eV. The dashed-blue line
indicates thefirst ionization potential ofHe at 24.59 eV.
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constituting the APT that are spaced four IR photons apart, e.g., HH13 connects toHH17. Thismeans that
energy between theseHHs is exchanged via a four-photon process.Moreover, the authors discussed the
influence of resonances on the nonlinear coupling. The calculations reveal that aHHbeing in resonance with an
excited state increases its nonlinear coupling to otherHHs. As a result the coupling strength of theHHs depends
on the driving IRwavelength and intensity. The 4ω-oscillations were recently observed for the first time in an
experiment using a SAP instead of anAPT, but theywere not discussed any further [7].

Here, we investigate the 4ω-oscillations in an attosecond transient absorption experiment withAPTs.
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. Amore detailed description can be found in [15] and additional
information is given in the caption offigure 1.We use themain part of the output from aTi:sapphire-based laser
amplifier system to generate the APT via high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in xenon (Xe). Our
generation scheme results in an inherent synchronization of the APT to the IR pulses as can be seen from
figure 1. The inset offigure 1 depicts the spectrumof the APTwith andwithout gas but no IR present.WhileHH
17 and higher are located above thefirst ionization potential ofHe (24.59 eV, dashed-blue line) and strongly
absorbed in the presence ofHe,HH13 and 15 are essentially transmitted unchanged since they are below the
first ionization potential [17].

Figure 2 depicts a delay scan showing the transmitted XUV spectral power density color-coded against the
photon energy and theAPT-IR delay. TheAPTprimarily consists ofHHs 13–21. The delay scanwas recorded
with an IR intensity of 4.0 · 1012 Wcm−2. The delay step size is 0.2 fs. The 2ω-oscillations, especially inHHs
13–17, are clearly visible to the naked eye. The delay-zero here and in all the following figureswas calibratedwith
the temporal envelope of the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13, as discussed in section 3.

To study the oscillations in the transmitted XUV radiation inmore detail we have to be able to quantify the
oscillation strength of different delay scans. Thus, we define in afirst step the energy-integrated absorption τΠ( )
as a function of the APT-IR delay τ:
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where E is the photon energy, S(E) is theHHG spectrumbefore the interactionwith the gas target, and T E( )0

and τT E( , ) represent the transmitted XUV radiationwhen the IR field is turned off and on at afixed delay τ,
respectively. The energy integration in the numerator over the spectral window δE is performed around each
HH. For the normalization, we integrate in the denominator over the threeHHs, 13–17.HH19 and 21 are not
very sensitive to the IR field and therefore not included in the normalization. A positive value of τΠ( )
corresponds to absorption induced by the IR field, while a negative valuemeans a net emission of photons. As an
examplewe show in figure 3 the energy-integrated absorption ofHH13 (energy integrationwindow Δ =E 0.72
eV), 15 (Δ =E 1.17 eV) and 17 (Δ =E 1.08 eV) for the delay scan shown infigure 2. In this representation of the
experimental data the 2ω-oscillations become evenmore apparent. HH13 and 15 exhibit an increase of
absorption around delay-zero. This increase corresponds tomultiphoton absorption of oneXUV and one or
more IR photons.HH17 shows only oscillations and no IR-inducedmultiphoton absorption due to being
energetically located above thefirst ionization potential ofHe.HH17 shows, however, afirst hint of 4ω-
oscillations around delay-zero.

Figure 2.Transmitted XUV intensity as a function of photon energy andAPT-IR delay. TheAPT consists of theHHs 13–21. The delay
scanwas recordedwith IR intensity of 4.0 · 1012 W cm−2 and at an optical density of 0.79 at 26.7 eV in theHe target.
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In a second step, we disentangle the differentmultiphoton contribution in the one-dimensional energy-
integrated absorption τΠ( )by applying aGaussian–Wigner time–frequency transform that yields a two-
dimensional function of frequency andAPT-IR delay. TheGaussian–Wigner transformuses theWigner
transformof τΠ( ) [18], which reads as:

∫τ ν τ τ= Π + ′ Π − ′ ′π ν
−∞

+∞
− ′W x x x( , ) ( 2) *( 2)e d (2)x2 i

and convolves it with a two-dimensional Gaussianwindow:
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For thewindow in the time domainwe use δ =τ 5 fs (≈1.9 optical cycles of the IR field) and the frequency
window is defined by δ δ =ν τ· 1, which leads to δ =ν 0.2 PHz. This representation allows us to extract which
frequency components appear at which delay. Figures 4(a)–(c) show theGaussian–Wigner transformofHHs
13–17 corresponding to the traces depicted infigure 3. Besides the 2ω-oscillations at a frequency of 0.76 PHzwe

Figure 3. (a) Energy-integrated absorption τΠ( ) ofHH13, (b) 15 and (c) 17 recorded at a laser intensity of 4.0 · 1012 W cm−2 and an
optical density of 0.79 at 26.7 eV. ForHH13 and 15 the absorption is enhancedwhenXUVand IR radiation overlap due to
multiphoton ionization.HH17 exhibits only oscillations and no global enhancement of the absorption. The 4ω-oscillations are
alreadyweakly visible inHH17 around delay-zero.

Figure 4. (a)–(c) Gaussian–Wigner transformof the energy-integrated absorption ofHH13, 15 and 17 taken from figures 3(a)–(c),
respectively. The signal at 0.76 PHz corresponds to 2ω-oscillations, which are also visible infigures 2 and 3. Additionally, we observe a
signal at 1.52 PHz,which corresponds to 4ω-oscillations. (d)–(f) The corresponding calculatedGaussian–Wigner transformof the
macroscopic absorption probabilities at an IR intensity of 6.0 · 1012 W cm−2. The density of theHe atoms is 3.3 · 1017 cm−3. The
reader should note the different scaling of the delay axis for the experimental and calculated results.
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now also observe 4ω-oscillations at 1.52 PHz. The period of the 4ω-oscillation at a drivingwavelength of 789 nm
is 660 as. InHH15 the 4ω-oscillations are relatively weak compared to the 2ω-oscillations. A 4ω-oscillation in
the absorption ofHH15would come from coupling to the absorption of eitherHH11 orHH19.HH11 is not
part of our APT spectrum, and the absorption ofHH19,which is well above the ionization threshold inHe, is
muchweaker than that ofHH15 as can be seen infigure 2. In contrast, bothHH13 andHH17 are absorbed
strongly which allows us to see a relatively strong 4ω-coupling. In the remainder of themanuscript, wewill
restrict our discussion of the 4ω-oscillations to the absorption ofHH13 andHH17.

We have also investigated theoretically the ultrafast transient absorption of the APT inHe.We have
calculated both themicroscopic (single atom) andmacroscopic absorption probabilities for each of the
harmonics in the APT as a function of the APT-IR delay, as described in detail in [19]. Briefly, at the single atom
level we compute the response function Iω ω ω=S d E( ) 2 [ ( ) *( )], where ωd ( ) and ωE ( ) are the Fourier
transforms of the time-dependent dipolemoment and the full APT-IR electric field, respectively. The time-
dependent dipolemoment is calculated by direct numerical integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE) in the single active electron approximation [19]. ωS ( ) is the absorption probability per
frequency, so that the probability to absorb a certain harmonic is the integral of ωS ( )over the bandwidth of that
harmonic. For themacroscopic calculations we numerically solve the coupled TDSE andMaxwells wave
equation [19] which yields the space- and time-dependent electric field at the end of theHe gas jet. From this we
calculate the same energy integrated absorption probability as in (1). In all of the calculationswe use anAPT
synthesized fromharmonics 13 through 21, with initial relative strengths of 0.25, 0.6, 1, 0.6 and 0.25, and all
initially in phase. The full width at halfmaximum (FWHM)duration of the APT is 11 fs, and the peak intensity
is 7.0 · 1010 Wcm−2. The IR pulse has a central wavelength of 795 nm, a FWHMpulse duration of 25 fs, and a
peak intensity which varies between 1.0 · 1012 Wcm−2 and 10.0 · 1012 Wcm−2.

Figures 4(d)–(f) show theGaussian–Wigner transformof the calculatedmacroscopic absorption
probabilities for harmonics 13, 15, and 17, for an IR intensity of 6.0 · 1012 Wcm−2 andHe density of 3.3 · 1017

cm−3. The theory agrees well with the experiment, with the 2ω-oscillations being asymmetric around delay-zero
(especially inHH17)whereas the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13 andHH17 exhibit a very stablemaximumat delay-
zero. The 4ω-oscillations ofHH15 are veryweak, also in agreement with the experimental result.We note that at
this density, themacroscopic absorption probabilities are very similar to the single atom absorption
probabilities.We remark that the difference in strength between the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13 andHH17 is due
to the normalization in (1). In the calculations, the raw strengths of the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13 andHH17
match exactly since the only four-IR-photon coupling ofHH13 is toHH17 and vice versa (given that the
absorption ofHH21 is veryweak).

3.Delay-zero calibration

The simplestmethod for thedefinitionof theAPT-IRdelay-zero is to use themaximumof the energy-integrated
total absorption. Figure 5(a) shows the energy-integrated total absorptionof theAPT integrated in energy from
19.5 to 38.5 eV for an IR intensity of 2.7 · 1012 Wcm−2. For thefit function,we choose the sumof aGaussian and a
linear function to take into account that the total absorption does not have the samevalue for large negative and
positive delays. For large positive delays thepreceding IRpulse does not influence the absorption probability for

Figure 5. (a) Total absorption as a function of APT-IR delaywith an IR intensity of 2.7 · 1012 W cm−2. The experimental data are
fittedwith the sumof aGaussian and a linear function. The center of theGaussian in thefit function disagrees with the delay-zero
definedwith the 4ω-oscillations by 9.4 fs. (b) Envelope of the 2ω-oscillations of the energy-integrated absorption at an IR intensity of
4.0 · 1012 W cm−2. The envelope shows an asymmetric shape and themaximum is locatedmore than 7 fs before the delay-zero.
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theXUVradiation, since the IR intensity is too low to ionize or exciteHe from the ground state. For large negative
delays, when theAPTprecedes the IRpulse, effects like perturbed free polarizationdecay occur, and these influence
the absorption probability [6].Hence, the total absorption is not expected to be symmetric arounddelay-zero. The
maximumof the total absorption retrieved by thefitting procedure appears to be 9.4 fs before themaximumof the
4ω-oscillations. This leads to a completely different calibration of the delay axis.

Anotherway to experimentally determine thedelay-zero is using a signature basedon anonlinear process of
higher order.Weuse theGaussian–Wigner transformalreadypresented in theprevious section and apply it to the
energy-integrated total absorption. By integrating the resulting two-dimensional representation along the frequency
axis,weobtain the envelope of the 2ω-oscillations as a functionof delay. For the 2ω-oscillationswe integrate around
0.76 PHzwith an integrationwindowof 0.6 PHz. Figure 5(b) presents the result for an IR intensity of 4.0 · 1012

Wcm−2. Intuitively,wemight expect delay-zero to coincidewith themaximumof the nonlinear signature. In
contrast,figure 5(b) shows that the 2ω envelope has an asymmetric shape and splits into twopeakswhere the
maximum is locatedmore than7 fs before delay-zero. In addition, the asymmetric splitting of the 2ω envelope
strongly depends on the IR intensity aswediscuss in the followingparagraph.Accordingly, the envelope of the
2ω-oscillations of the energy-integrated total absorption is also not suitable for a precise delay-zero calibration.

A further idea for a delay-zero calibration is the application of the time-frequency analysis to individualHHs
instead of investigating the total energy-integrated absorption. Figure 6 presents the envelope of the 2ω-
oscillations forHH13, 15 and 17 for different IR intensities. The envelopes of all three harmonics exhibit a
strong dependence on the IR intensity regarding the oscillation strength and the shape. For the lowest intensity
shownhere,2.7 · 1012 Wcm−2, the envelope is symmetrically centered on the delay-zero defined through the
maximumof the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13, as in the case of the 4ω-oscillations shown infigure 7.With
increasing IR intensity the symmetric envelope starts to split up into two peaks. Furthermore, the amplitude of
the envelope decreases. It is also important to note that the splitting of the envelope is asymmetric, in the sense
that one of the two peaks is dominant (the description of the asymmetric shape of the envelope is beyond the
scope of thework presented here). ForHHs 13 and 17we observe that the peak at negative delays is on average
higher, whereas the dominant peak forHH15 is located at positive delays. Both of these observations are
reproduced in the calculations. This complex behavior of the envelope shows that themaximumof the 2ω-
oscillations is not suitable for a correct delay-zero calibration. Indeed, themaximumpeak can be shifted up from
the real delay-zero by asmuch as 20 fs in the intensity range coveredwith ourmeasurements.

The 4ω-oscillations in the transient absorption signal result from the highly nonlinear coupling of twoHHs
via four IR photons. For the envelope of the 4ω-oscillations we integrate theGaussian–Wigner transform in the
frequency domain, as we did for the 2ω-oscillations envelope. The integrationwindow again has a width of
0.6 PHz but is centered on a frequency of 1.52 PHz. Figure 7 presents the envelope of the 4ω-oscillations forHH
13 and 17 at two different IR intensities, showing both theoretical ((a) and (b)) and experimental ((c) and (d))
results. In the calculations, delay-zero is known exactly by definition. The theoretical results show that the
envelope of the 4ω-oscillations is centered very accurately at delay-zero and possesses a symmetric shape as a
function of delay. In the calculations, we observe that this behavior is independent of the IR intensity over the
whole range ofmoderate intensities studied. The experimental results infigures 7(c) and (d) also exhibit a
symmetric envelope for the 4ω-oscillations which is not affected by the IR intensity in our IR-intensity range.
The symmetric shape enables us tofit the envelopewith aGaussian. Thefit function provides, besides the peak
value, whichwe use to define the strength of the oscillations, also a peak position. The peak position is of special
interest for us to experimentally define the delay-zero. The excellent agreement between the symmetric

Figure 6. Intensity dependence of the 2ω-oscillations envelope forHH13 (a), 15 (b) and 17 (c) obtained by integrating theGaussian–
Wigner transform shown in figures 4(a)–(c) in the frequency domain around 0.76 PHz. Thewidth of the integrationwindow is
0.6 PHz.
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envelopes of the 4ω-oscillations of the experimental and the theoretical results suggests that the experimentally
measured position of themaximumof the 4ω-oscillations inHH13 and 17 is an appropriate determination of
exact delay-zero.

4. IR-intensity dependence

As discussed byChen and co-workers, we expect an IR-intensity dependence for themagnitude of the
oscillations of the 2ω- and 4ω-oscillations [11]. Themotorized iris in the IR beampath enables us to vary the IR
intensity in theHe target between 2.7 · 1012 Wcm−2 and 1.1 · 1013 Wcm−2. These intensities are insufficient to
induce any transition out of theHe ground state to bound excited states or into the continuum. In order to
quantify themagnitude of the oscillations, we extract the information on their strength by fitting the temporal
envelope of the 2ω- and 4ω-oscillations. The symmetric shape of the 4ω-oscillation strength as a function of
APT-IR delay is, as alreadymentioned in section 3,fittedwith aGaussian. Conversely, as we showed in section 3
and infigure 6, the 2ω-oscillations have an asymmetric envelope, which strongly depends on the IR intensity.
Hence, we fit this envelopewith a sumof twoGaussians. Figure 8 shows the resulting strengths of the 2ω- and
4ω-oscillations normalized to the valuewe obtain at the lowest IR intensity of 2.7 · 1012 Wcm−2. The 2ω-
component of HH13 and 17 shows a localmaximumaround≈5.0 · 1012 Wcm−2. If we increase the IR intensity
even further the oscillation strength declines. ForHH15we observe amonotonic decrease of the 2ω-oscillation
strength over the full scanned intensity range.

The intensity scan for the 4ω-oscillations of HH13 and 17 (figure 8(b)) shows two distinguishable intensity
ranges. For intensities up to≈5.0 · 1012 Wcm−2 the normalized oscillation strength risesmonotonically. If we
further increase the intensity we enter a different regime, where the normalized oscillation strength is decreasing
with increasing intensity.

In the calculations, we do not observe this behavior when using an IRwavelength of 795 nm. Rather, wefind
that the 4ω-oscillation strengths of HH13 andHH17 increasemonotonically with intensity. However, in the
single-atom calculations we have explored changing the IRwavelength (whichmeans that the harmonic
wavelengths, which are locked to the IRwavelength, also change) and then studying the intensity dependence of

Figure 7. (a) Calculated temporal envelope of the 4ω-oscillations ofHH13 (red curve) and 17 (blue curve) at IR intensity of
2.8 · 1012 W cm−2 and (b) of 6.0 · 1012 W cm−2. The envelope of the 4ω-oscillations is symmetrically centered around delay-zero and
the position of itsmaximum is for bothHHs independent of the IR intensity. (c) and (d) show the envelope of the corresponding
experimental results for an IR intensity of 2.7 · 1012 W cm−2 and 4.0 · 1012 W cm−2.
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theHH13 andHH17 total absorption, and their respective 2ω- and 4ω-components. Figure 9 shows an
example of this two-dimensional exploration of parameter space for the 4ω-component ofHH17 (a), and for
the total absorption of HH13 (b) andHH15 (c). Figure 9(a) shows that at the shortest IRwavelengths there are
two dominant structures in the 4ω-component of HH17. These can be identified as the resonant enhancement
of the absorption due to the 2p state (resonant withHH13, as shown infigure 9(b)) and the Stark-shifted 3p
state (resonantwithHH15, and thus a two-IR-photon intermediate resonance for theHH13–HH17 coupling).
Where the two resonancesmeet, and the excitation dynamics are therefore very complex, there is a wavelength
regime inwhich the 4ω-oscillation strength decreases with intensity. This wavelength is slightly shorter
(775 nm) than that used in the experiment (789 nm).One can speculate that the experimental APTharmonics
could possibly have been blue shifted in the generating Xe jet due to plasma self-phasemodulation, or that
theory possibly does not accurately predict the Stark shift of the 3p state.

5. Photoabsorption and photoionization probabilities

As described in [15], our setup also allows for the detection of charged particles. For this purposewe remove the
pulsed gas target from the interaction region and insert a needle target. This target provides a continuous gas
flowwith a low gas load so that we can operate a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer with amicro-channel plate
detector.

Figure 10 shows theHe+ ion yield as a function of APT-IR delay (black curve). In order to avoid the situation
inwhich the dominant contribution in the ion yield comes from the harmonics above the first ionization
potential, we adjusted the XUV spectrumof the APT.We changed the intensity of the generating field and
obtained a spectrumdominated byHHs 13 and 15. In this way the relative IR-induced changes in the
photoionization become stronger and the analysis of the oscillating signal ismore robust. As can be seen in

Figure 8. (a) Intensity dependence of the normalized oscillation strength of the 2ω-oscillations forHHs 13–17 and (b) 4ω-oscillations
forHHs 13 and 17. The oscillation strength is normalized to the valuewe obtain at the lowest IR intensity of 2.7 · 1012 W cm−2. The
error bars represent the standard deviation of the average value extracted fromdifferentmeasurements.

Figure 9. Single-atom calculations of absorption yields as a function of laser wavelength and peak intensity. (a) 4ω-oscillations
amplitude in the absorption ofHH17 (note that a similar plot forHH13would look almost identical), (b) total absorption ofHH13,
(c) total absorption ofHH15.
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figure 10(a), the ion yield has amaximumwhen IR andAPToverlap around delay-zero, whichmostly follows
themaximumof the integrated absorption. In this region direct ionization by the harmonics above the
ionization threshold andmultiphoton ionization by harmonics below the threshold in combinationwith IR
photons contribute to the ion yield. For large negative delays, when the APTprecedes the IR pulse, we detect a
higher ion yield than for large positive delays, where the IR field arrivesfirst. In the case of large negative delays,
the IR can ionize states whichwere populated by the preceding APT. This is in agreement with earlier results
[20]. Additionally, we show infigure 10 the total absorption probability of the XUV radiation integrated in
energy from19 to 35 eV (red curve). Both in the ion yield and in the total absorption probability we observe
strong 2ω-oscillations. In order to verify the appearance of 4ω-oscillations we perform the delay-frequency
analysis with the help of theGaussian–Wigner transform as described earlier. This analysis shows that both the
ion and the optical signal exhibit 2ω- and 4ω-oscillations.We again integrate the delay-frequency representation
in the frequency domain to obtain the envelope of the oscillations as a function of delay. Figure 10(b) shows the
result for the 4ω-oscillations of the ion yield and the total absorption probability as a function of APT-IR delay.
Themodulations in the envelope of the ion signal are a numerical artifact of theGaussian–Wigner transform.
Wefit both envelopes with aGaussian, shown as dashed lines, and define delay-zerowith the center of the
Gaussianfit for the absorption probability. As shown infigure 10(b), determining delay-zero from the ion signal
in the same fashion (black dotted line) yields good agreementwith our definition of the delay-zero extracted
from the optical response. A deviation τΔ of less than 1 fs ismeasured.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, we havemeasured and characterized sub-cycle oscillations in an attosecond transient absorption
experiment inHe by using anAPT and amoderately strong femtosecond IR pulsewith a IR peak intensity
between 2.7 · 1012 Wcm−2 and 1.1 · 1013 Wcm−2. In addition to the earlier observed 2ω-oscillations, we
observed 4ω-oscillations, a periodicity which is not included in the initial interacting fields.We show that the
4ω-oscillations in the transient absorption signal can be used to determine delay-zerowith an accuracywhich is
better than other experimentalmethods, including the total absorption and 2ω-oscillations. A systematic
investigation of the IR dependency of the 4ω-oscillations reveals the influence of resonances on the oscillation
strength. These experimental results are in excellent agreementwith TDSE calculations. Additionally, we
compare the total absorption probability of the APTwith theHe+ ion yield. The ion yield exhibits, like the total
absorption probability, 2ω- and 4ω-oscillations and the position of themaximumof the 4ω-oscillations is in
agreementwith the transient absorptionmeasurement. Consequently, the calibration of the delay-zero based on
the 4ω signature is not restricted to attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy butmay also be very helpful
for experiments based on the detection of charged particles.
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